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Online articles and Resources
Indigenous Representation in Superhero Comics: Are there any indigenous characters or creators in
superhero comics? James Leask asks this question in this interesting analysis of the representation and place of
indigenous people in the mainstream comics industry.
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overview of some ongoing webcomics
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Self-Construction: A Body Made of Seeing
is a comic by indie creator Sloane,
exploring themes of deconstruction and
self-assembly. It is in large part about the
struggle for (gender) identity, of power
over one’s body, and embodied being.
More here.

Featured Publication
‘Bringing together contributors from a wide-range of critical perspectives, Black
Comics: Politics of Race and Representation is an analytic history of the diverse
contributions of Black artists to the medium of comics. Covering comic books,
superhero comics, graphic novels and cartoon strips from the early 20th century to
the present, the book explores the ways in which Black comic artists have grappled
with such themes as the Black experience, gender identity, politics and social
media.’ As a critical examination of such themes in the comics medium, it is surely
of interest to lawyers and legal scholars working on themes of difference and
cultural representation. See more here.
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News!
Adam West’s Car for Sale: Any Batman fans out there? You might wish to
know that the Batmobile from the 1966 TV series is for sale. A bargain at
just $5,000,000! More details here.
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Open Call for Submissions

GJRA Membership

If you have something you would like to post on the GJRA blog, we are

The GJRA is always looking for

always open to receive submissions. Types of post include, but are by

new

no means limited to:

completely free to join. Just send

-

related comics, exploring or outlining the law and/or justice

the Alliance Members page.

engagement with comics or graphic fiction;
reviews of comics that might be of interest to those working in
graphic justice and related areas;
book or article reviews of work of relevance to graphic justice,
considered broadly;
-

it’s

an email and you'll be added to

readership, content ,or something else) via some form of

-

and

short 'graphic justice' (very broadly defined) analyses of lawaspects (be they empirical, theoretical, or cultural, to do with

-

members,

information or announcements about graphic justice related
events, calls, and publications (this kind of material is also
sought for inclusion in future GJRA Memos);

To submit or discuss a post, you just need to send an email.

